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that	is	restricted	for	reaching	during	standing	in	a	tilted	and	a	flat	board.	Therefore,	evaluation	of	the	quality	of	a	balance	
reaction	has	 remained	 subjective	during	observation	of	other	 static	balance	 tasks.	There	 is	 a	need	 in	 clinical	practice	 to	
develop	simple	observational	scores,	that	provides	information	about	quality	of	balance	reactions	and	movement	strategies	
during	static	balance	tests.













































































































Sit to Stand Navicular Drop Test  SSNDT
Left Pre training 7.7	±	1.21
Post training 3.86	±	0.73*








TQOSBS	Time EC Pre training 3.32	±	0.32
Post training 3.68	±	0.19
TQOSBS	Quality Pre training 3.16	±	0.3
Post training 3.74	±	0.13*




Table 4.  Single leg standing
Single	Leg	Standing	SLS
TQOSBS	Time Left EO Pre training 3.89	±	0.1
Post training 3.95	±	0.05
TQOSBS	Quality Pre training 3.74	±	0.13
Post training 3.95	±	0.05
Berg	SLS	Score Pre training 4	±	0.00
Post training 4	±	0.00
TQOSBS	Time EC Pre training 2.74	±	0.41
Post training 2.89	±	0.39
TQOSBS	Quality Pre training 2.05	±	0.34
Post training 2.74	±	0.36
Berg	SLS	Score Pre training 4	±	0.00
Post training 4	±	0.00
TQOSBS	Time Right EO Pre training 4	±	0.00
Post training 4	±	0.00
TQOSBS	Quality Pre training 3.95	±	0.05
Post training 4	±	0.00
Berg	SLS	Score Pre training 4	±	0.00
Post training 4	±	0.00
TQOSBS	Time EC Pre training 2.74	±	0.41
Post training 3.53		±	0.25	
TQOSBS	Quality Pre training 2.26	±	0.37
Post training 3.2	±	0.24*

































our	 results	 add	 to	 the	 evidence	 that	 combined	 balance	 training	with	 the	 focus	 on	 foot	 alignment,	mobility	 and	 strength	
positively	influences	the	foot	dynamic	properties.	It	has	been	described	that	decreased	MLA	height	is	a	remarkable	etiological	




stable	surface)	 training	can	positively	affect	 the	ankle	muscle	motor	performance	in	a	unipedal	balance	 task,	most	 likely	










our	 training,	we	postulate	 that	 a	better	 ankle	 strategy	was	developed	with	 the	balance	control.	The	higher	 scores	of	our	
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appeared	to	be	not	sensitive	enough	at	activity	level	to	reveal	changes	exerted	by	our	training.
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